
Capstone Independent Project Rubric (FINAL)

CATEGORY 4 (20 Points) 3 (19-15 Points) 2 (14-8 Points) 1 (7-0 Points)
Video Quality Clean, steady

picture.
A few camera
issues but not
devastating

A lot of camera
issues. Looks
very amateurish.

Severe issues
with WB,
Exposure, focus
and/or camera
steadiness.

Audio Quality Clean, crisp
audio. Levels are
perfect.

Some audio
issues but not
too distracting.

Numerous audio
issues. Levels
are too high or
low. Audio is not
clean.

Audio is a hot
mess.

Style/Creativity Variety of shots
and creative
professional
editing.

Creative shot
selection and
professional level
editing.

Enough shots to
cover the action.
Editing could be
tighter.

Overall, the piece
looks
amateurish.

Production
Value

Camera moves,
costumes, or
special effects,
sound design are
implemented to
create a world.

Good camera
work, some
costumes, sound
design and
effects.

Some sound
design, effects
and costumes.

No effort to
create a world or
add production
value.

Level Of
Difficulty

Extensive effort
was made.
Worthy of being
a final project.

Large effort was
made.

Minimal effort. Does not meet
expectations.

Capsto

CATEGORY 4 (20 Points) 3 (19-15 Points) 2 (14-8 Points) 1 (7-0 Points)
Casting Student has

provided
pictures and
names for all
cast members
or possible cast
members.

Student has
cast most of the
characters (or
ideas for cast),
and provided
headshots.

Student devotes
some casting
ideas and/or
casted some
characters.
Many
characters still
not cast.
Mission
headshots.

Student
provides little to
no casting
ideas. Doesn’t
seem to care.

Screenplay Screenplay is
complete. No
errors in format.
Screenplay is
quite
professional.

Some errors in
screenplay
format but
minor, some
revisions
needed.
Screenplay is
mostly
complete.

Screenplay has
a few major
flaws. Script
seems
incomplete.
Many errors in
format.
Reformatting is
necessary.

Does not follow
format at all.
Wrong format.
Did not use
software.

Locations All locations
have been

Some locations
missing but still

Many locations
missing, still

Little to no
scouting was



scouted and the
student has
provided photos
and addresses.

have an idea of
were shooting
takes place.

have more work
to do.

done. Minimal
effort.

Shot List/
Storyboards

Shots are
properly labeled
and describe
what needs to
be shot to cover
the scene.

Mostly accurate
shot list or
storyboard.

Shot list or
storyboard is
difficult to read.
An attempt has
been made

Does not meet
the minimum
level.

Script
Breakdown

All production
elements
(props, effects,
costumes,
special
equipment)
have been
accounted for in
every scene.

Most
production
elements have
been accounted
for. Some items
missing.

The majority of
production
elements have
not been
accounted for.

Little to no
effort was made
to breakdown
the script.

Schedule All scenes have
been scheduled
and script is
ready for
production.

Most scenes
have been
scheduled and
the schedule is
realistic

Scenes are
missing from
the schedule
and/or schedule
is unrealistic.

Schedule is a
hot mess and
un-producible.


